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Abstract 

Food consumption behavior is likely a result of environmental stimuli, access, and personal 

preferences, making policy aimed at increasing the nutritional content of food consumption 

challenging. We examine the dual role of the social and physical neighborhood environment as 

they relate to the eating behaviors of residents of a low-income minority urban neighborhood.  

We find that both proximity to different types of food sources (a characteristic of the physical 

neighborhood environment) and dietary intake of neighbors (a characteristic of the 

neighborhood’s social environment) are related to dietary intake. The relationships are most 

robust for fruits and vegetables consumption.  Proximity to fast food sources is related to less 

fruits and vegetables consumption while the opposite is found for individuals residing closer to 

fresh food sources. Additionally, individuals whose neighbors report increased fruits and 

vegetables intake also report higher fruits and vegetables consumption, while controlling for 

proximity to food sources. Instrumental variable and quasi-experimental robustness checks 

suggest that correlation in neighbors’ fruits and vegetables consumption is likely due to social 

interactions among neighboring residents. The results elucidate important inter-relationships 

between access and social norms that influence dietary behavior.  
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1. Introduction 
Poor nutrition increases the risk of obesity, cancer and cardiovascular disease (Block, 

Patterson et al. 1992; Hung, Joshipura et al. 2004; Hill 2006; Getz and Reardon 2007; Satija and 

Hu 2012; Wang, Manson et al. 2012; Jung, Spiegelman et al. 2013; Threapleton, Greenwood et 

al. 2013). The cost of increased obesity is significant. Compared to normal weight individuals, 

obese individuals will experience 14-25% more physician visits per year, 6 times more pharmacy 

dispenses for diabetes medication, and 3.4 times more pharmacy dispenses for cardiovascular 

medications (Finkelstein, Strombotne et al. 2010). Additionally, studies have found that 

overweight and obese individuals are valued less in labor markets as evidenced by lower wages 

(Wada and Tekin 2010). The paramount importance of adhering to a healthful diet to improve 

health outcomes and reduce subsequent medical costs has led economists, public health 

researchers, and policy advocates to study environmental factors impacting dietary consumption 

(US House of Representatives Select Committee on Hunger 1987; US House of Representatives 

Select Committee on Hunger 1992; Turrell 1996).  The United States Department of Agriculture 

estimates that only 2.2 percent of the U.S. population live further than a mile from a major 

supermarket or grocery store (Ver Ploeg, Breneman et al. 2009). However, aggregate measures 

of food access often fail to account for many factors that impact food accessibility and are often 

impeded by challenges associated with obtaining timely food source data.  Policy focused on 

decreasing the distance to grocery stores alone may not be effective in addressing nutrition 

disparities. Additionally, behavioral economists, sociologists, and social psychologists would 

contend that factors such as social norms jointly influence the food availability in a community 

and the food choices made by community residents (Elster 1989; Akerlof 1997; Azar 2004; 

Ioannides 2012).  We analyzed data from a low-income minority community to better understand 

the social and access-related correlates of food consumption. 
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To date a significant gap remains in our understanding of how the physical and social 

environments combine to influence nutrition behavior (Townshend and Lake 2009). We bridge 

this gap by examining a unique dataset that includes geographically referenced (e.g. home 

addresses) nutritional intake of survey respondents and information about the location of all 

commercial and the largest non-profit food sources in a low-income minority food desert 

neighborhood. In our analysis, we apply concepts from the rich literature on neighborhood 

effects (e.g. (Manski 1993; Dietz 2002; Durlauf 2004)) to the research question. Our research 

question has primarily been examined by public health researchers, and the approaches used 

have yet to sufficiently incorporate the full set of geographic, social and individual level 

determinants impacting nutrition behavior.  Specifically, our research contributes to the extant 

literature by examining the role of neighbors’ food consumption on individuals’ dietary choices. 

 

2. Background 
Food expenditure data indicate that habits play a significant role in food purchasing 

behavior (Naik and Moore 1996; Zhen, Wohlgenant et al. 2011). If policy initiatives are going to 

promote changes in nutrition behaviors, they must effectively overcome the inertia created by 

habitual behaviors. In a longitudinal study, habitual food consumption was found to account for 

50 percent of all food expenditures (Naik and Moore 1996).  

The determinants of nutrition behavior may be considered from the perspective of 

identifying key factors influencing nutrition habits. Observed habitual behavior may be rooted in 

social norms, peer effects, or factors related to food cost or availability (Elster 1989). One reason 

habits may develop and strongly influence dietary intake is that food environments, particularly 

for low-income consumers, often constitute a very limited choice-set due to high prices and 

limited selection. Additionally, social factors may influence eating habits through a preference 
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for conformity and/or costs imposed by going against social norms. Social factors may also 

reinforce inertia as long as the peer group or norm remains stable. Finally, individual specific 

tastes, preferences and demographic characteristics are related to dietary intake and are relatively 

stable—or at least do not rapidly change.   

2.1 Food Deserts and Access to Affordable Nutritious Food 

Disparities in access to healthy food sources exist for minorities and low-income 

households (Zenk, Schulz et al. 2005; Powell, Slater et al. 2007) who also have a higher 

prevalence of obesity (Ford, Giles et al. 2002; Black and Macinko 2008). However, a review of 

the literature linking the availability of neighborhood food sources and obesity revealed no 

consistent causal relationship between food resources and health disparities (Black and Macinko 

2008). Some studies have linked the presence of large chain grocers to decreased body mass 

index (BMI) (Morland, Diez Roux et al. 2006; Moore, Diez Roux et al. 2008; Morland and 

Evenson 2009), while others have found the opposite, no association, or associations only for 

specific subpopulations (Wang, Kim et al. 2007; Chen, Florax et al. 2010; An and Sturm 2012; 

Wen and Maloney 2013). The results for proximity to unhealthy food sources (such as 

convenience stores or fast food restaurants) (Burdette and Whitaker 2004; Maddock 2004; 

Simmons, McKenzie et al. 2005; Morland and Evenson 2009) and the relationship between 

neighborhood context and BMI (Do, Dubowitz et al. 2007; Wen and Maloney 2013) are 

similarly mixed. 

One explanation for the lack of consensus regarding the relationship between access and 

nutrition-related health outcomes may be the inability to model neighborhood contexts that shape 

behavior.  For households without private vehicles, the ability to secure alternative travel 

arrangements was a far greater factor in shopping decisions than distance to food sources 

(Coveney and O'Dwyer 2009); and individuals who walk to food sources have been shown to 
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have relatively poorer diets (Morland et al., 2002; White et al., 2003; Wrigley, 2002). Chen et al. 

(Chen, Florax et al. 2010) found a negative relationship between prevalence of chain grocers and 

BMI only for low-income neighborhoods. In one of the only studies examining an exogenous 

change in food access, Wrigley et al. (Wrigley, Warm et al. 2003) studied the impact of opening 

a new chain grocery store in a food desert neighborhood in the United Kingdom.  They found 

that improved access was associated with better nutrition for only certain subgroups within the 

neighborhood.  

Another factor that must be taken into consideration when assessing relationships 

between the food environment and food consumption is consumer demand.  Consumer demand 

may drive location choices of commercial food sources.  Individuals with above average BMI 

and below average nutrition preferences may sort into neighborhoods with fewer nutritious food 

resources.  However, since large chain grocers generally provide both healthy and non-healthy 

food, it is unlikely that these factors alone would support associations between lack of 

commercial food resources and poor nutrition and/or weight gain.  Alternately, low-income 

neighborhoods may not provide sufficient consumer demand for commercial food sources 

because non-profit food sources are also available.  These demand-driven explanations for the 

spatial distribution of commercial food sources may contribute to the heterogeneity in 

associations between food source location and health/nutrition outcomes. A recent review of the 

food desert literature concluded that there is a need for additional research focusing on the causal 

role of food access disparities on dietary intake. This work acknowledges the need to disentangle 

the complex supply/demand relationships that shape the food access landscape (Walker, Keane 

et al. 2010). 

2.2 Social Factors which Influence Nutrition Choices 
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Studies examining food access have not accounted for social influences (Ichiro, Daniel et 

al. 2004; Viswanath 2006; Viswanath and Bond 2007), which may be an important aspect of 

neighborhood context that might explain the variability in results in the food access literature.  

Other consumption behaviors, such as consumption of environmentally-conscious products, has 

been associated with peers’ consumption behavior (Starr 2009). Focusing specifically on dietary 

consumption, evidence is also available.  In a large qualitative study of a US multi-ethnic 

population, African Americans reported that a diet rich in saturated fat served during church 

functions was a key impediment to a healthful diet (Yeh, Ickes et al. 2008).  A review of the 

determinants of child nutrition also revealed important family and social correlates (Patrick and 

Nicklas 2005), and recent studies observed familial influences on vegetable consumption 

patterns among African American parent-teen dyads (Zhylyevskyy, Jensen et al. 2012).  In 

addition, experimental economic evidence has found reciprocal relationships between peers with 

regards to restaurant selection and food choices (Keane, Lafky et al. 2012).  Further, being part 

of a social group where other members recently gained weight has been related to an individual’s 

adoption of obesity-related peer behaviors (Eisenberg and Quinn 2006) and likelihood of obesity 

(Christakis and Fowler 2007). However, much controversy remains regarding the causal nature 

of these associations (Cohen-Cole and Fletcher 2008; Cohen-Cole and Fletcher 2008; Sainsbury 

2008; Lyons 2011; Noel and Nyhan 2011; Shalizi and Thomas 2011).  

Social influence may be reinforced by individual characteristics that are often shared 

among social peers and residents of similar neighborhoods.  For example, first, income is related 

to differences in food purchasing behavior due to cost concerns (Glanz, Basil et al. 1998; Turrell 

and Kavanagh 2005); and second, cultural values and traditions more effectively establish and 

reinforce social norms related to nutrition in neighborhoods that are more homogeneous in terms 
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of race and ethnicity (Habyarimana, Humphreys et al. 2007). Taken together, these factors 

suggest that preferences or constraints related to individual race/ethnicity and socioeconomic 

status might be reinforced within peer networks. These factors may be key moderators of the 

social and access correlates of nutrition behavior. 

To the extent that social norms or peer influence is related to nutrition decisions, these 

factors may be leveraged to support healthier behavior. In theoretical work, social norms which 

produce undesirable outcomes (e.g. a norm for eating fast food) may be more amenable to policy 

focused on changing the norm itself, rather than fiscal policy (e.g. taxes) (Kallbekken, Westskog 

et al. 2010).  Additionally, considerable work has been done to understand malleability of social 

norms by considering the different types of actors within a social system (e.g. leaders and 

followers) (Lopez-Perez 2009). 

3. Methods 

3.1 Econometric Model 

Our econometric model is based on the theoretical foundations of the human capital 

model of the demand for health (Grossman 1972; Grossman 2000).  In the initial version of the 

Grossman model, education was proposed as the primary exogenous variable that affects the 

efficiency of health production. The list of potential modifiers that impact health production 

efficiency was later expanded to include “non-cognitive” skills (Chiteji 2010) and “socio-

cultural” factors (Huston and Finke 2003). We add to this list, characteristics of the physical and 

social environment that may impact the efficiency of health production. Therefore, we propose 

that investment in health is achieved through a household production function defined at every 

time, t, as: 

!" = !"(%", '("; *, +, ,", -")                     (1) 
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where Mt is a vector of inputs. We are focused on the food consumption (c) health input. THt is 

time devoted to health improving activities and is endogenous.  E is education, S are individual 

socio-cultural characteristics; Nt are characteristics of the individual’s social environment and Dt 

are characteristics of the individual’s physical environment. The characteristics of an individual’s 

social environment may improve the efficiency of health production by making it easier to adopt 

healthy behaviors both in terms of social costs (e.g. difficulty going against social norms and not 

consuming unhealthy food at social gatherings) and in terms of real costs (e.g. friends who 

prepare healthy meals may share their expertise lowering the time-cost associated with learning 

to cook). Characteristics of an individual’s physical environment improve efficiency of health 

production primarily from lowering the costs associated with accessing health inputs. One may 

also consider the physical environment’s negative role from the perspective of lowering the costs 

of unhealthy inputs. 

 We then follow the work of Grossman (Grossman 1972; Grossman 2000), and assert that 

household production affects the stock of health capital, and consumers maximize utility subject 

to a budget constraint. Individuals will choose health inputs based on the efficiency factors 

(education, socio-cultural characteristics, and characteristics of the physical and social 

environment) and the price of health inputs. 

We, therefore, propose a cross-sectional, multivariate model for food consumption: 

/ = 	12/ + 	4* + 	5+ + 6, + 	7- + 89 + 	:    (2) 

Food consumption, c, is a function of health production efficiency modifiers: individual 

educational attainment (E), socio-cultural characteristics (S), characteristics of the individual’s 

social network--which includes both network characteristics (N) and peers’ food consumption 
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(12/), the physical environment described by access to different food options (D), and financial 

characteristics related to health input prices (P).    

The weights matrix, W, specifies the peer group relevant for each individual, where 

geographic proximity defines peers. Within the very low-income, low mobility sample that we 

examined it is plausible that neighbors are a source of social influence, particularly since 44% of 

the sample report all or most friends and family live in their neighborhood. Educational 

attainment (E) was measured by the highest degree achieved.  Socio-cultural characteristics 

included in S were gender, age, marital status, presence of children in the households, whether or 

not the household has adequate health insurance, obesity, and self-reported health status. Obesity 

and self-reported health status were included because the public health literature supports the 

possibility that they may confound the relationship with the social and physical environment 

(Moore, Roux et al. 2013). However, we recognize that they are likely endogenously determined 

with food consumption, and do not assert the existence of any causal relationship.1 The social 

characteristics (N) examined are the extent to which the individual’s contacts exercised (a 

measure of positive orientation towards preventive health behaviors), whether contacts live in the 

same neighborhood as the respondent (a measure of the social network’s geographic closure) and 

the interaction of these two characteristics. Average food consumption of geographically close 

peers (rWc) is also a measure of the social environment.  Characteristics of the physical 

environment included in D were perceived quality of neighborhood grocery stores, and the 

Euclidean distance from the individual’s home to the nearest fast food restaurant, commercial 

fresh food source, and major non-profit food pantry. Major non-profit food pantries are defined 

																																																													
1	The results of the paper do not change materially when these variables are included/excluded 
and estimates of models without obesity and self-reported health status are available from the 
authors upon request.	
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as charitable food providers who are members of the North Texas Food Bank, the primary 

charitable food distribution organization in the region. Finally, variables relating to the price of 

health inputs (P) were income, monthly food expenditures, and home food production frequency. 

Table 1 provides a complete description of the variables included in the model. The model 

specified is a classic spatial lag model (Anselin 1988) which was estimated using maximum 

likelihood estimation techniques (LeSage 2012).   

We must be cautious in our interpretation of the geographic peer effects observed in a 

cross-sectional model. Correlations in the behavior of neighbors may be attributed to three 

potential sources: endogenous effects, exogenous effects (also called contextual effects), and 

correlated effects (Manski 1993).  Each of these effects is independently controlled for in (2) and 

non-linearity in the model allows for identification (Lee 2007; Bramoulle, Djebbari et al. 2009; 

Davezies, D'Haultfoeuille et al. 2009; Durlauf and Ioannides 2010). The geographic peer effects 

are endogenous effects. Individual decisions are endogenously related to the decisions made by 

one’s peer group. Exogenous effects are captured in D and N. Similar social and physical 

environments, which may exogenously influence nutrition behavior, influence individuals living 

near to each other. Correlated effects are accounted for with the individual education, socio-

cultural, and financial controls. One reason we may observe correlation in behavior within 

neighborhoods is because individuals with similar characteristics sort into similar 

neighborhoods.  

This model applied to cross-sectional data, however, has its limitations. Rather than 

modeling time dependence in nutrition behavior directly (i.e. the choice to eat a high-fat fast-

food meal because my friend first made this decision), the spatial lag model in (2) models the 

resulting equilibrium generated by time-dependent decisions made by individuals located at 
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various points in space whose decisions may have been shaped by their neighbors (LeSage and 

Pace 2009). Estimated endogenous peer effects obtained from the cross-sectional model may 

result in biased inference if they are correlated with an omitted, spatially dependent variable 

(Corrado and Fingleton 2012).  In what follows, we first estimated the cross-sectional model and 

then employed instrumental variables and additional data measuring neighborhood social 

cohesion to better understand the degree to which the estimated spatial lag term, r, is related to 

social influence of geographic peers. 

3.2 Data 

3.2.1 Study Sample 

Data is derived from the second cross-sectional wave of the FairPark Study (October 

2009-February 2010), a longitudinal research project studying the effects of public investment on 

light rail public transportation in a low-income, minority neighborhood in Dallas, Texas 

(Leonard, Caughy et al. 2011).  This urban neighborhood has approximately 20,000 residents 

and the median annual income is $19,939.  Neighborhood residents are primarily African 

American (70 percent) and Hispanics (26 percent). The neighborhood is a 2000-acre area 

comprised of 32 block-groups that fall into seven census tracts. A Geodatabase was constructed 

for the project, and the location and offerings of all commercial food sources was recorded.  

Within the neighborhood, there is one small chain grocery store, and only 20 stores that sell fresh 

foods such as fresh fruits or vegetables.  Our numeration of fresh food sources was very broad; 

we included convenience stores or restaurants that offered fruit such as bananas or apples for 

purchase. In contrast to the availability of fresh food, there are 42 fast food sources in the 

neighborhood.  Several retailers offered both fresh and fast foods. Figure 1 shows the distribution 

of study participants and neighborhood food sources. 
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In total, 496 neighborhood residents provided data for the variables summarized in Table 

1. Any observations that were missing data for variables used in the analysis were dropped from 

the sample. Most cases of missing data were a result of missing educational attainment (38 

observations), detailed financial information needed to calculate per capita food expenditures (46 

observations) or missing information about food consumption needed to calculate the dependent 

variables (18 observations).  Additionally, 31 observations could not be geo-coded.  The final 

study is based on a sample of 298 participants with the complete set of variables necessary for 

the analysis.  

Summary statistics for each variable used in the study are shown in Table 2. Males 

comprised 43 percent of the sample and the average respondent’s age was 44.  Seventy-seven 

percent of the sample had at least a high school degree.  Most (93 percent) were African 

American.  About half (47 percent) lived in households with children, but only 25 percent were 

married or living with a partner.  The sample is of very low income, with nearly half (49 percent) 

living in households that made less than $10,000 annually. Forty-one percent lacked adequate 

health insurance, but 71 percent reported being in good or better health.  Despite the poor food 

landscape in the neighborhood, 37 percent of respondents reported that the assortment of grocery 

stores in their neighborhood was adequate.  Respondents generally cooked very few meals at 

home; 62 percent prepared 5 or fewer meals per week. Many respondents’ social networks were 

rooted in the neighborhood; 44 percent reported that all or most family and friends lived in their 

neighborhood.  As expected given the low number of neighborhood grocery options, on average 

respondents were 33 percent closer to a fast food source than a fresh food source.  The 

neighborhood is very low-income and the nearest large food pantry was on average as close as 

the nearest fast food source.   
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3.2.2 Measures 

The dependent variables were calculated from responses to the National Cancer Institute 

(NCI) Multifactor Screener (NCI 2000).  The Multifactor Screener is comprised of a series of 16 

questions regarding the type and frequency of food consumption.  Based on responses to these 

questions and the participants’ gender and age, three measures of nutritional intake were 

calculated:  percent of energy from fat (Fat), pyramid servings of fruits and vegetables consumed 

(excluding French fries) (Fruit &Vegetable), and grams of fiber consumed (Fiber).  In validation 

studies, the correlation between the Multifactor Screener estimates of dietary intake and true 

intake were 0.5-0.8 (Thompson, Midthune et al. 2004).  In the analysis that follows, we use the 

variance-adjusted values of these variables (Thompson, Midthune et al. 2005).  

Obesity status (Normal Weight, Overweight, Obese) was based on the world health 

organization’s categorization of BMI (World Health Organization 2013).  BMI was computed 

using the standard formula (kg/m2) using objectively measured height and weight. All other 

variables were based on self-report. Nutrition-related perceptions and behaviors were measured 

based on perceptions of the adequacy of grocery stores in the neighborhood (Perceived Good 

Access) and the number of meals prepared at home in a typical week. The social network was 

characterized as “close family and friends” and respondents were asked to report about the 

characteristics of their network by answering a series of questions where the response choice was 

“all of them, more than half, fewer than half, or none”. Our measure of a geographically close 

network (Friends in Neighborhood) indicates observations in which more than half close family 

and friends lived in the neighborhood. We used whether or not more than half of the 

respondent’s friends and family exercised on a regular basis (Friends Exercise) as an indicator of 

the health consciousness of the social network. Access to food sources was calculated in ArcMap 

using straight-line distances between the respondent’s address and the location of food sources. 
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The food source data was obtained through direct observation.  All commercial properties in the 

study area and the area immediately surrounding the study area were coded to avoid any 

potential edge effects.  

 
4. Estimation and Results 

We first used Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) to estimate (2) excluding the term which 

measures peer effects, 12/.  This allowed us to assess the impact of excluding this potentially 

important variable in the analysis. We estimated one model for each of the dependent variables 

that measures dietary intake. Next we used maximum likelihood estimation to estimate (2) 

including the peer effects term.  Finally, we conducted sensitivity analysis to further investigate 

the nature and potential mechanisms behind geographic peer effects. 

4.1 Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) Results 

Estimation results and heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are displayed in Table 3.  

Only a few socio-cultural and financial characteristics display statistically significant estimated 

relationships with dietary intake. This is likely due to the homogenous low-income, minority 

composition of the sample. Older individuals tended to consume fewer calories from fat and 

fewer fruits and vegetables. Lower income and African American respondents consumed a 

higher percentage of calories from fat.  Normal weight respondents consumed a higher 

proportion of fat (compared to fat consumption among obese respondents), but they also 

consumed more fruits and vegetables. 

Individual nutrition-related perceptions and behaviors are important correlates of dietary 

intake.  Individuals who perceived the local supply of grocery stores as adequate tended to 

consume more fats whereas more frequent home meal preparation was related to more fruit, 

vegetable and fiber consumption. 
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Respondents whose social network was primarily composed of neighborhood residents 

consumed a higher percentage of calories from fat.  This may be reflective of cultural norms 

within the neighborhood.  However, individuals whose social network members exercised on a 

regular basis ate more fruits and vegetables. These results suggest that the behavioral choices of 

geographic peers are related to both more and less healthy decision making. 

Variables measuring access to neighborhood food sources were statistically significant 

only in the model for fruits and vegetables.  For this model, living nearer to a fresh food source 

was related to increased fruits and vegetables consumption while living nearer to fast food 

restaurants was associated with reduced fruits and vegetables consumption.   

The relationships with proximity to food sources would be more meaningful if proximity 

was also related to utilization of the food source. Although we were unable to assess this for fast 

food restaurants and pantries, we did collect data regarding where participants shopped for 

groceries.  Grocery shopping behavior was assessed by asking participants for the location of the 

grocery store they went to for major grocery shopping trips and the store they went to most often 

for smaller trips in between the major grocery trips. This data was only available for 256 of the 

study respondents. Sixty-four percent reported shopping at neighborhood fresh food sources.  We 

estimated a logistic regression model with use of neighborhood fresh food sources for either 

major or smaller trips as the dependent variable and proximity to neighborhood fresh food 

sources as the key independent variable. Estimation results are presented in Table 4. Proximity to 

the neighborhood fresh food sources was the largest determinant of shopping at a neighborhood 

fresh food source.  

4.2 Geographic Peer Effects in Dietary Intake 
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Next we examined the full spatial lag model indicated in (2). The robust Lagrange 

Multiplier tests (Florax, Folmer et al. 2003) indicated that the spatial lag model was the 

appropriate model for both fruits and vegetables (LM lag statistic=9.9 vs LM error statistic=6.3) 

and fat (LM lag statistic=7.1 vs LM error statistic=6.3); however, the results were inconclusive 

for the fiber model (LM lag statistic=0.004 vs LM error statistic=0.006). We based our primary 

analysis on a weights matrix for the “8 nearest neighbors” of each individual.  Each of the 8 

nearest study participants was weighted by inverse straight-line distance, and the W matrix was 

row-standardized.  All study participants had at least one neighbor within 1/3 of a mile and the 

farthest neighbor considered in the analysis was less than 1 mile away.  The median distance 

between neighbors was 0.11 miles.  Inverse distance weighting of neighbors allowed for the 

nearest neighbors to have the greatest influence as suggested by Tobler’s first law of geography 

(Tobler 1970). Results are robust to alternative specifications of the spatial weights matrix (i.e. 6 

nearest neighbors, 10 nearest neighbors and equal weighting of all nearest neighbors). 

The estimation results for the spatial lag model and heteroskedasticity robust standard 

errors are displayed in Table 5. The coefficient on the average of geographic peers' dietary 

intake, r, is statistically significant only in the fruits and vegetables model:  fruits and vegetables 

consumption of geographic peers is positively associated with an individual’s fruits and 

vegetables consumption.  

The relationships between education, financial, socio-cultural, and social and physical 

environment characteristics remain unchanged with only a few exceptions: age is no longer 

significant for any outcome, while those with a higher food budget are slightly more likely to 

consume a higher percentage of calories from fat and fiber. Also, the correlation between home 

food preparation and dietary intake is more pronounced in the spatial models: compared to the 
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reference group who do not cook at home, respondents who cook 1-5 meals at home consume 

over a half serving more fruits and vegetables in their diet while those who cook 20 or more 

meals at home consume slightly over one additional serving of fruits and vegetables per day (in 

comparison to the reference group who do not cook at home). However, while cooking at home 

is related to a more healthy diet in terms of fruits and vegetables consumption, the opposite 

appears true when considering the percent of calories consumed from fat: more meals prepared at 

home is related to a higher percentage of calories from fat. 

Both the OLS and spatial lag models find that respondents living nearer to fast food 

restaurants incorporate fewer fruits and vegetables into their diet. However, only the OLS 

estimation indicates that living closer to fresh food sources is associated with increased in fruits 

and vegetables consumption.  

4.3 Identification Checks for Geographic Peer Effects 

Thus far we have assumed the rWc term is capturing geographic peer effects in food 

consumption. If geographic proximity is a proxy for social influence we expect that the influence 

of a respondent’s eight closest neighbors will be greater than the next closest group of eight 

neighbors. To evaluate this we compared the fruits and vegetables model (with a weight matrix 

of nearest neighbors 1 through 8) to an alternative specification using the same spatial model but 

replacing the original weight matrix with a weight matrix containing the next set of eight 

neighbors (nearest neighbors 9 through 16). The coefficient of the peer effects term, 1, in the 

alternative specification is insignificant.2  

Another concern with the estimated geographic peer effects may be characterized as an 

endogeneity issue.  While we have referred to the estimated coefficient for the spatially weighted 

																																																													
2	Results	available	from	the	authors	upon	request.	
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fruits and vegetables consumption of geographic peers as a “peer effect” and the model defined 

in (2) satisfies the identification criteria for peer effects (Lee 2007; Bramoulle, Djebbari et al. 

2009), the causal mechanism for the relationship is unresolved.  Of particular concern is the 

possibility that the geographic peer effect is being driven by an omitted spatially dependent 

variable.  This concern is similar to recent critiques regarding the proper causal interpretation of 

spatially lagged explanatory variables (Corrado and Fingleton 2012; Partridge, Boarnet et al. 

2012). To investigate this possibility, we use instrumental variables to better understand the 

nature of the mechanism through which fruits and vegetables consumption of geographic peers is 

related to individual fruits and vegetables consumption.   

For instruments, we are interested in variables related to fruits and vegetables 

consumption of geographic peers, but not related to the individual’s specific fruits and vegetables 

consumption.  The spatial lag of the geographic peers’ education, financial, socio-cultural, and 

social and physical environment characteristics satisfy this condition.  Neighbors’ education, 

financial, and socio-cultural characteristics (e.g. income, race/ethnicity, education) should not 

influence the individual’s own dietary intake unless social influences are at work.  The same 

argument applies to neighbors' social network measures.  The access measures of neighbors may 

influence individuals' own dietary intake without social influence if the shared food environment 

or some other omitted variable that similarly varies over space (e.g. commercial development, 

access to retail, etc.) is responsible for the observed geographic peer effects.  As a further test of 

the validity of the instruments, we have included them as independent variables in the fruits and 

vegetables model and the estimated coefficients were not significant (F-statistic=1.28, p=.1623).  

Further the spatial lag of geographic peers’ demographic, network and access variables were 

significantly related to the average fruits and vegetables consumption of the peers. In what 
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follows, we use 3 sets of instruments: (1) the full set of spatially lagged education, financial, 

socio-cultural, and social and physical environment characteristics variables (F-statistic=10.18, 

p=0.000); (2) only the spatially lagged education, financial, socio-cultural, and social network 

variables (F-statistic=9.58, p=0.000); and (3) only the spatially lagged physical environment 

(access) variables (F-statistic=3.80, p=0.000).  

Table 6 presents the results for the fruits and vegetables model where the geographic peer 

term (Wc) is instrumented in each of the 3 different ways. First, we observed that the 

instrumented Wc term is statistically significant in Model 1 (when the full set of instruments was 

used) and Model 2 (when the spatially lagged characteristics of the people were used as 

instruments), but not in Model 3 (when the spatially lagged characteristics of the place were used 

as instruments).  

The estimated results for Models 1 through 3 suggest geographic peers, or some 

characteristic of people in the neighborhood, is driving the relationship between geographic 

peers’ nutrition and individual nutrition behavior; however, it can be argued, that the results do 

not conclusively point to a social mechanism.  First, the instruments for Model 3 (those based on 

spatially lagged characteristics of the place) are weaker than the instruments for Models 1 and 2.  

One might argue that this is precisely because the geographic peer effects are less related to 

physical attributes of the environment, but there is also the possibility that we are missing some 

important aspect of the environment that would make a stronger instrument.  Second, the peer 

effects observed in Model 2 (those based upon spatially lagged characteristics of the people) may 

be related to geographic sorting:  individuals choose their housing location based on shared 

interests and characteristics.  However, this is unlikely in our sample for a number of reasons.  

The sorting hypothesis would require individuals to sort on a very small scale.  Usually we 
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consider individuals to sort into neighborhoods, areas of a city, school districts or subdivisions.  

If the observed geographic peer effects were a result of sorting, it would require sorting on a 

much finer geographic scale—sorting at the block level within a neighborhood.  Also, it is 

unlikely that this very low-income sample has the means to freely choose their housing location.  

The last potential mechanism driving the geographic peer effects is actual social interactions 

within the neighborhood among the geographic peers.   

These three competing explanations for the IV results reported in Models 1-3 are related 

to the critique of Gibbons & Overman (Gibbons and Overman 2012): the crucial assumption 

underlying the ability to causally identify endogenous peer effects relies on knowing the proper 

specification of the spatial weights matrix.  If we know with certainty that the spatial weights 

matrix, W, represents true social interactions, then the causal role of geographic peers supported 

by Models 1-3 is valid.  In the absence of this definitive knowledge of spatially-based social 

networks, more experimental approaches that depend upon exploiting variation within the 

sample have been advocated (Gibbons and Overman 2012).  Next, we use additional information 

about the neighborhood environment to exploit such variation. 

We do not observe the extent to which geographic peers interact, but we do have data 

regarding sociability of the neighborhood.  In the first wave of data collection in the 

neighborhood, we obtained a spatially weighted sample of 1412 individuals.  Each of these 

individuals provided answers to two questions pertaining to geographic peer interactions: (1) the 

number of people outside of their household that they talk to on a daily basis when they are at 

their home and (2) whether they feel comfortable asking someone on the sidewalk for help 

carrying something to their home.  The crucial element of these survey questions is that they 

gauged social interaction behavior near the home—the exact element of social behavior that 
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would generate geographic peer effects.  The answers to these questions were categorical and we 

used them to create two binary variables: Talk is an indicator variable for individuals who talked 

with 6 or more non-household members on days that they were home3; and help is an indicator 

variable for individuals who were always or sometimes willing to ask a passerby for help 

carrying something to their home.  For each of the current study participants (the N=298 

sample), we calculated the percentage of first wave respondents (the N=1412 sample) within 400 

meters of their home for which talk took on a value of 1 (pct_talk) and the percentage of 

respondents within 400 meters of their home for which help took on a value of 1 (pct_help).  

Pct_talk and pct_help were then normalized for our sample of 298 observations, and we 

stratified the sample based on the normalized values.  Estimation results based on the stratified 

samples are presented in Table 7.  Model 4 reports the instrumental variables regression using 

the “people” instruments (spatially lagged demographic and network characteristics) when 

pct_talk is more than 0.25 standard deviations greater than the average, and Model 5 reports the 

same regression results for the sub-sample in which pct_talk is more than 0.25 standard 

deviations less than the average.  Likewise, Model 5 is based on the sample for pct_help more 

than 0.25 standard deviations above the average, and Model 6 is based on the sample for 

pct_help more than 0.25 standard deviations below the average.  Geographic peer effects are 

statistically significant only for individuals living in neighborhoods where neighbors reported 

talking to others (Model 4) and felt able to ask each other for help (Model 6). These results 

strongly imply a social mechanism for the estimated relationship between individual and 

geographic peer consumption of fruits and vegetables.    

5. Discussion and Conclusions 

																																																													
3	Response	choices	for	the	question	upon	which	Talk	is	based	were	less	than	3,	3-5,	6-10	or	more	than	10.		We	
chose	6	as	the	cut-point	because	it	was	the	mid-point	of	the	possible	answer	choices.	
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The results highlight the role of social factors in nutrition determinants and point to a 

need for comprehensive solutions to improve dietary behavior of low-income individuals. 

However, these findings should be considered in light of the limitations of the study.  First, the 

sample came from a single low-income neighborhood, thus impacting the generalizability and 

external validity of study findings to other low income minority neighborhoods.  Second, we 

have incomplete data on the geographic peer network because network members were restricted 

to being in the study’s sample.  Additionally, we only have self-report information about the 

social network characteristics, and we do not know the degree to which social and geographic 

peer networks overlapped in the sample.  Third, the distance between study participants and food 

sources were calculated using straight-line distance, which often underestimates the actual 

distance using the road network.  Associations using distance measured along the road network 

may differ from those reported here. Fourth, beyond social and environmental factors, individual 

attitudes, knowledge and preferences impact dietary intake. The Socio-Ecological model 

emphasizes the multitude of factors affecting health behaviors on the intrapersonal, 

interpersonal, and community levels (National Cancer Institute 2005). While the current study 

takes into account aspects of the social and physical environment (i.e. interpersonal and 

community levels), the intrapersonal level is not comprehensively examined. For example, 

participants’ knowledge of the importance of a healthful diet, self-efficacy to modify nutritional 

behavior, and perceived threats, benefits, and cues for action for adhering to healthful diet 

(components of the Health Belief Model) have been found to affect dietary intake and are not 

taken into account in the current study (National Cancer Institute 2005; Shaikh, Yaroch et al. 

2008). Finally, the measures of dietary intake are derived from a validated instrument developed 

by the National Cancer Institute, but the instrument is only viewed as a screener for nutrition 
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factors related to cancer and other health outcomes.  A more comprehensive dietary 

questionnaire, such as the Food Frequency Questionnaire (Willett and Lenart 1998; Flagg, 

Coates et al. 2000) or biochemical markers of food consumption (Day, McKeown et al. 2001)  

might have provided a more accurate measure of dietary intake. 

The association between proximity to healthy food sources (i.e. fresh food sources and 

pantries) and diet was smaller in magnitude and not statistically significant in the spatial models.  

However, the estimated magnitude of the association between proximity to fast food and diet 

was larger and more statistically significant in the spatial models. This may be because peer 

behavior is an important modifier of the relationship between the environment and dietary intake.  

Results also suggest that perhaps chain grocery outlets (often the primary focus when 

considering access) might need to be considered along with an array of other food sources.  Our 

measures of healthy food sources included a variety of different food sources commonly found in 

low-income communities: charitable pantries, chain grocers, and small, non-traditional food 

sources.  Further, we found that proximity to the nearest fresh food source was positively related 

to whether or not participants listed a neighborhood food source as their primary or secondary 

grocery store. However, further work is needed to elucidate the causal nature of this correlative 

relationship since individuals sort into neighborhoods, and likewise commercial and non-profit 

food sources are purposefully located near prospective consumers. 

Our findings pertaining to the role of proximity and social influences in determining 

dietary intake emphasize the need for policymakers and intervention designers to acknowledge 

the reciprocal relationship between people and place.  Social marketing and education campaigns 

can be designed to address dietary norms, the types of foods provided by non-profit agencies, 

and peer behaviors.  Our results suggest that these initiatives will be most effective if they are 
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implemented to target specific geographic locations on multiple fronts to effectively address both 

the demand and supply of healthy foods.  

Finally, study results highlight the potential role of geographic peer effects in individual 

nutrition behavior which is consistent with previous research finding a relationship between 

nutrition intake and social ties among African Americans (Yeh, Ickes et al. 2008; Zhylyevskyy, 

Jensen et al. 2012). While we modeled social influence as peer effects, our work was unable to 

distinguish direct peer-to-peer influences from social norms.  Future studies should re-examine 

the endogenous relationship between peers' nutritional behavior using well-defined social 

network data (rather than geographic proximity).  Behavioral economists might additionally 

focus on understanding the external validity of peer effects on nutritional behavior across 

different preferences for time and risk—factors which have been shown to impact obesity related 

outcomes/behaviors (Lusk and Coble 2005; Anderson and Mellor 2008; Richards and Hamilton 

2012).  Additionally, future behavioral interventions may be designed to produce an exogenous 

change in nutrition behavior that leverages and facilitates measurement of social multiplier 

effects in peers’ nutrition outcomes.   
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Figure 1.  Location of Survey Participants and Food Sources



Table&1.&&Variable&Deffinitions
Variable Description
Dependent&Variables
Fat Variance*adjusted*percent*calories*obtained*from*fat

Fruit*&*Vegetables*(no*fries)
Variance*adjusted*fruit*and*vegetable*intake*excluding*fried*potatoes*
(pyramid*servings)

Fiber Variance*adjusted*grams*of*fiber*consumed*
Educational&Attainment
Less*than*High*School Respondent*did*not*complete*a*college*degree*or*equivalent
High*School Respondent*has*a*high*school*degree*or*equivalent
Some*College Respondent*has*completed*at*least*some*college*courses
Socio:Cultural&Characteristics
Male Respondent*is*male
Age Respondent's*age
Black Respondent*is*African*American
Married Respondent*is*married*or*living*with*a*partner
Kids Respondent's*household*includes*kids*less*than*18*years*of*age
Underinsured Respondent*has*inadquate*health*insurance
Normal*Weight BMI*is*less*than*25*kg/m^2
Overweight BMI*is*25U29.9*kg/m^2
Obese BMI*is*>29.9*kg/m^2
Excellent*Health SelfUreported*health*is*excellent
Very*Good*Health SelfUreported*health*is*very*good
Good*Health SelfUreported*health*is*good
Fair*Health SelfUreported*health*is*fair
Poor*Health SelfUreported*health*is*poor
Characteristics&of&the&Social&Environment
Friends*Exercise Many*or*all*close*friends*and*family*exercise*on*a*regular*basis
Friends*in*Neighborhood Many*or*all*close*friends*and*family*live*in*the*neighborhood
Friends*Exercise*&*in*
Neighborhood

Interaction:**Many*or*all*close*friends*and*family*exercise*and*live*in*
neighborhood

Characteristics&of&the&Physical&Environment
Distance*to*Fresh*Food Miles*from*home*to*the*nearest*neighborhood*fresh*food*source
Distance*to*Fast*Food Miles*from*home*to*the*nearest*fast*food*source
Distance*to*Pantry Miles*from*home*to*the*nearest*charitable*food*pantry
Perceived*Good*Access Agrees*or*strongly*agrees*neighborhood*grocery*stores*are*adequate
Characteristics&of&health&input&prices
Income*(<$10,000) Household*income*is*less*than*$10,000
Income*($10,000U$20,000) Household*income*is*between*$10,000*and*$20,000
Income*($20,000U$40,000) Household*income*is*between*$20,000*and*$40,000
Income*(>$40,000) Household*income*is*greater*than*$40,000
Food*Budget Monthly*food*expenditures*divided*by*household*size
Don't*Cook Respondent*typically*prepares*no*meals*at*home
Cook*1U5*Meals Respondent*typically*prepares*1U5*meals*per*week*at*home
Cook*6U10*Meals Respondent*typically*prepares*6U10*meals*per*week*at*home
Cook*11U15*Meals Respondent*typically*prepares*11U15*meals*per*week*at*home
Cook*16U20*Meals Respondent*typically*prepares*16U20*meals*per*week*at*home
Cook*20+*Meals Respondent*typically*prepares*more*than*20*meals*per*week*at*home



Table&2.&&Summary&Statistics&for&Variables&Included&in&the&Regression&Models
Variable Mean Standard&Deviation Minimum Maximum

Dependent&Variables
Fat 38.60 13.11 16.88 158.36

Fat+males 37.70 6.32 30.58 66.76
Fat+females 39.27 16.41 16.88 158.36

Fruit&&&Vegetables&(no&fries) 3.49 3.58 0.00 22.33
Fruit8&8Vegetables8(no8fries)+males 3.71 3.42 0.00 20.05
Fruit8&8Vegetables8(no8fries)+females 3.33 3.70 0.00 22.33

Fiber 26.11 49.78 6.49 660.75
Fiber+males 24.24 20.56 9.05 132.84
Fiber+females 27.49 63.30 6.49 660.75

Educational&Attainment
Less&than&High&School 0.23 0.42 0 1

High&School 0.40 0.49 0 1
Some&College 0.37 0.48 0 1

SocioICultural&Characteristics
Male 0.43 0.50 0 1
Age 44.53 14.09 18 88
Black 0.93 0.26 0 1

Married 0.25 0.43 0 1
Kids 0.47 0.50 0 1

Underinsured 0.41 0.49 0 1
Normal&Weight 0.30 0.46 0 1
Overweight 0.26 0.44 0 1

Obese 0.44 0.50 0 1
Excellent&Health 0.10 0.30 0 1
Very&Good&Health 0.25 0.43 0 1

Good&Health 0.36 0.48 0 1
Fair&Health 0.24 0.43 0 1
Poor&Health 0.05 0.21 0 1

Characteristics&of&the&Social&Environment
Friends&Exercise 0.29 0.46 0 1

Friends&in&Neighborhood 0.44 0.50 0 1
Interaction:&&Friends&Exercise&&&Friends&in&Neighborhood 0.14 0.35 0 1

Characteristics&of&the&Physical&Environment
Perceived&Good&Access 0.37 0.48 0 1

Distance&to&Fresh&Food&(miles) 0.24 0.15 0 0.84
Distance&to&Fast&Food&(miles) 0.18 0.11 0 0.55
Distance&to&Pantry&(miles) 0.17 0.12 0 0.62

Characteristics&of&health&input&prices
Household&Income&(<$10,000) 0.49 0.50 0 1

Household&Income&($10,000I$20,000) 0.24 0.43 0 1
Household&Income&($20,000I$40,000) 0.19 0.40 0 1

Household&Income&(>$40,000) 0.15 0.35 0 1
Food&Budget&($/Month/person) 136.25 117.76 0 800

Don't&Cook 0.07 0.25 0 1
Cook&1I5&Meals&per&week 0.55 0.50 0 1
Cook&6I10&Meals&per&week 0.17 0.38 0 1
Cook&11I15&Meals&per&week 0.09 0.28 0 1
Cook&16I20&Meals&per&week 0.06 0.24 0 1
Cook&20+&Meals&per&week 0.06 0.24 0 1



Dependent'Variable:
Fruits'&'

Vegetables'
Consumption

%'Calories'
from'Fat

Fiber'
Consumption

Male 0.083 )2.672 )8.996
(0.120) (2.060) (8.362)

Age )0.009* )0.154* )0.251
(0.004) (0.069) (0.212)

High9School )0.073 )3.316 )22.230
(0.158) (3.053) (19.070)

Some9College )0.038 )2.628 )14.530
(0.152) (3.182) (16.510)

Black )0.082 13.21** )0.121
(0.334) (4.857) (27.180)

Married )0.047 )1.057 1.542
(0.135) (1.796) (7.434)

Kids 0.007 )1.557 )5.730
(0.131) (2.235) (6.381)

Household9Income9($10,000)$20,000) 0.198 4.511* 21.110
(0.157) (2.030) (15.340)

Household9Income9($20,000)$40,000) 0.083 6.523 15.590
(0.157) (4.089) (13.290)

Household9Income9(>$40,000) 0.190 )1.621 )2.007
(0.151) (2.389) (8.899)

Food9Budget 0.001 0.011 0.056
(0.001) (0.010) (0.044)

Underinsured )0.183 0.438 )7.589
(0.113) (1.987) (6.060)

Normal9Weight 0.305* 3.651 6.651
(0.138) (2.282) (11.480)

Overweight 0.236+ 0.388 )10.970
(0.140) (2.564) (12.570)

Excellent9Health 0.111 4.889 19.810
(0.347) (7.533) (36.930)

Very9Good9Health )0.271 )7.821* )36.520
(0.281) (3.871) (22.740)

Good9Health )0.253 )7.179+ )36.570
(0.289) (3.949) (23.800)

Fair9Health )0.194 )7.743+ )32.760
(0.284) (4.064) (22.970)

Perceived9Good9Access )0.019 3.463 9.481
(0.118) (2.165) (7.482)

Table'3.''OLS'Estimation'Results'for'Models'of'Food'Consumption'Measures'(N=298)



Dependent'Variable:
Fruits'&'

Vegetables'
Consumption

%'Calories'
from'Fat

Fiber'
Consumption

Table'3'(Continued).''OLS'Estimation'Results'for'Models'of'Food'Consumption'Measures'(N=298)

Cook$1&5$Meals$per$week 0.388 3.241 7.973
(0.265) (3.320) (12.370)

Cook$6&10$Meals$per$week 0.614* 3.725 9.491
(0.281) (3.117) (12.450)

Cook$11&15$Meals$per$week 0.488 0.165 6.380
(0.297) (3.339) (13.710)

Cook$16&20$Meals$per$week 0.619+ 8.177 58.490
(0.355) (6.181) (52.970)

Cook$20+$Meals$per$week 0.917* 14.240 59.570
(0.398) (8.754) (40.380)

Friends$Exercise 0.324+ 1.825 3.375
(0.182) (2.142) (7.513)

Friends$in$Neighborhood 0.124 5.685* 8.649
(0.133) (2.486) (8.723)

Interaction:$$Friends$Exercise$&$Friends$in$Neighborhood &0.069 &5.400 14.750
(0.263) (4.290) (25.500)

Distance$to$Fresh$Food &0.734* &4.688 &22.250
(0.360) (8.381) (33.180)

Distance$to$Fast$Food 0.948+ &2.048 &6.493
(0.487) (8.138) (30.630)

Distance$to$Pantry &0.950 3.629 13.940
(0.584) (11.500) (48.680)

Constant 1.751** 31.44*** 57.980
(0.653) (8.765) (54.080)

***$p<0.001,$**$p<0.01,$*$p<0.05,$+$p<0.10

Robust$standard$errors$are$in$parenthesis
Reference$category$for$Household$Income$is$<$10,000;$reference$category$for$obesity$variables$is$obese;$
reference$category$for$health$status$is$Poor$Health;$reference$category$for$Cooking$is$0$Meals$per$week.



Dependent'Variable: Individual'shops'at'a'neighborhood'fresh'
food'source

Distance)to)Fresh)Food /1.980*
(0.899)

Male 0.210
(0.290)

Age 0.0274*
(0.012)

High)School /0.307
(0.378)

Some)College /0.283
(0.397)

Black 0.566
(0.682)

Married 0.224
(0.345)

Kids 0.309
(0.318)

Household)Income)($10,000/$20,000) /0.026
(0.347)

Household)Income)($20,000/$40,000) /0.016
(0.387)

Household)Income)(>$40,000) 0.094
(0.428)

Food)Budget 0.000
(0.001)

Underinsured 0.135
(0.286)

Normal)Weight /0.634+
(0.351)

Overweight /0.633+
(0.349)

Excellent)Health /0.584
(0.867)

Very)Good)Health /0.232
(0.803)

Good)Health /0.534
(0.791)

Fair)Health /0.563
(0.790)

Constant 0.040
(1.138)

***)p<0.001,)**)p<0.01,)*)p<0.05,)+)p<0.10

Robust)standard)errors)are)in)parenthesis
Reference)category)for)Household)Income)is)<$10,000;)reference)category)for)obesity)variables)is)obese;)
reference)category)for)health)status)is)Poor)Health.

Table'4.''Logistic'Regression'for'Utilization'of'Neighborhood'Fresh'Food'Sources'(N=256)



Dependent'Variable:
Fruits'&'

Vegetables'
Consumption

%'Calories'
from'Fat

Fiber'
Consumption

Rho 0.175* 0.079 +0.008
(0.084) (0.084) (0.097)

Male 0.111 +2.286 +8.499
(0.112) (1.914) (8.435)

Age +0.004 +0.053 +0.031
(0.004) (0.071) (0.308)

High;School +0.017 +2.048 +19.975+
(0.143) (2.458) (10.826)

Some;College 0.027 +1.424 +12.427
(0.151) (2.580) (11.363)

Black 0.255 19.971*** 13.722
(0.240) (4.173) (18.035)

Married +0.052 +1.004 1.528
(0.134) (2.296) (10.121)

Kids 0.092 0.177 +2.062
(0.120) (2.063) (9.052)

Household;Income;($10,000+$20,000) 0.162 4.086+ 20.387*
(0.135) (2.307) (10.167)

Household;Income;($20,000+$40,000) 0.083 6.604** 15.789
(0.149) (2.557) (11.272)

Household;Income;(>$40,000) 0.195 +1.224 +1.445
(0.173) (2.972) (13.098)

Food;Budget 0.001 0.014+ 0.061+
(0.001) (0.008) (0.036)

Underinsured +0.155 1.087 +6.295
(0.111) (1.895) (8.351)

Normal;Weight 0.379** 5.285* 10.308
(0.130) (2.239) (9.816)

Overweight 0.248+ 0.740 +10.096
(0.134) (2.305) (10.151)

Excellent;Health 0.430 10.722* 32.049
(0.295) (5.091) (22.179)

Very;Good;Health 0.042 +2.118 +24.464
(0.265) (4.558) (19.834)

Good;Health 0.070 +1.298 +24.297
(0.256) (4.397) (19.120)

Fair;Health 0.097 +2.446 +21.654
(0.262) (4.509) (19.672)

Perceived;Good;Access 0.031 4.526* 11.898
(0.115) (1.977) (8.681)

Table'5.''SAR'Estimation'Results'(8NN)'for'Models'of'Food'Consumption'Measures'(N=298)



Dependent'Variable:
Fruits'&'

Vegetables'
Consumption

%'Calories'
from'Fat

Fiber'
Consumption

Table'5'(Continued).''SAR'Estimation'Results'(8NN)'for'Models'of'Food'Consumption'Measures'(N=298)

Cook$1&5$Meals$per$week 0.614** 7.753* 17.853
(0.209) (3.594) (15.644)

Cook$6&10$Meals$per$week 0.847*** 8.470* 19.633
(0.228) (3.918) (17.114)

Cook$11&15$Meals$per$week 0.727** 5.048 17.300
(0.259) (4.450) (19.466)

Cook$16&20$Meals$per$week 0.800** 11.962* 66.784**
(0.299) (5.131) (22.549)

Cook$20+$Meals$per$week 1.196*** 20.023*** 72.327***
(0.288) (4.961) (21.604)

Friends$Exercise 0.392* 3.151 5.831
(0.164) (2.807) (12.367)

Friends$in$Neighborhood 0.217 7.528*** 11.938
(0.133) (2.277) (10.014)

Interaction:$$Friends$Exercise$&$Friends$in$Neighborhood &0.109 &6.035 13.883
(0.240) (4.119) (18.149)

Distance$to$Fresh$Food &0.554 &3.834 &19.341
(0.377) (6.444) (28.414)

Distance$to$Fast$Food 1.047* 3.302 1.544
(0.498) (8.451) (37.242)

Distance$to$Pantry &0.481 11.433 26.708
(0.512) (8.784) (38.652)

***$p<0.001,$**$p<0.01,$*$p<0.05,$+$p<0.10

Robust$standard$errors$are$in$parenthesis
Reference$category$for$Household$Income$is$<$10,000;$reference$category$for$obesity$variables$is$obese;$
reference$category$for$health$status$is$Poor$Health;$reference$category$for$Cooking$is$0$Meals$per$week.



Model&1 Model&2 Model&3

Dependent&Variable:

Instruments:
All&

Instruments

Variables&
related&to&
People

Variables&
related&to&
Place

Rho 0.679*** 0.640** 0.502

(0.203) (0.220) (0.392)

Male 0.142 0.138 0.126

(0.118) (0.117) (0.117)

Age 80.00893* 80.00894* 80.00897*

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

High;School 80.069 80.069 80.070

(0.152) (0.151) (0.150)

Some;College 0.014 0.011 0.000

(0.150) (0.150) (0.149)

Black 80.057 80.059 80.0636

(0.294) (0.294) (0.298)

Married 80.065 80.064 80.060

(0.133) (0.133) (0.131)

Kids 0.001 0.001 0.002

(0.128) (0.127) (0.125)

Household;Income;($10,0008$20,000) 0.134 0.138 0.1510

(0.148) (0.147) (0.153)

Household;Income;($20,0008$40,000) 0.061 0.062 0.0666

(0.156) (0.155) (0.155)

Household;Income;(>$40,000) 0.157 0.158 0.165

(0.147) (0.147) (0.146)

Food;Budget 0.001 0.001 0.0005

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Underinsured 80.196+ 80.195+ 80.193+

(0.108) (0.108) (0.107)

Normal;Weight 0.256+ 0.259+ 0.269*

(0.133) (0.133) (0.133)

Overweight 0.2070 0.2090 0.215

(0.135) (0.135) (0.134)

Excellent;Health 0.213 0.207 0.1860

(0.330) (0.329) (0.328)

Very;Good;Health 80.169 80.175 80.195

(0.272) (0.271) (0.271)

Good;Health 80.135 80.142 80.166

(0.275) (0.275) (0.275)

Fair;Health 80.092 80.098 80.118

(0.271) (0.270) (0.267)

Perceived;Good;Access 80.045 80.044 80.0384

(0.117) (0.116) (0.115)

Table&6.&&Instrumental&Variables&Estimation&for&Geographic&Peer&Effects&on&Fruits&and&Vegetables&
Consumption&(N=298)&

Fruits&and&Vegetables&Consumption



Model&1 Model&2 Model&3

Dependent&Variable:

Instruments:
All&

Instruments

Variables&
related&to&
People

Variables&
related&to&
Place

Table&6&(Continued).&&Instrumental&Variables&Estimation&for&Geographic&Peer&Effects&on&Fruits&and&
Vegetables&Consumption&(N=298)&

Fruits&and&Vegetables&Consumption

Cook$1&5$Meals$per$week 0.3550 0.3570 0.3640
(0.244) (0.244) (0.245)

Cook$6&10$Meals$per$week 0.583* 0.585* 0.591*
(0.262) (0.262) (0.262)

Cook$11&15$Meals$per$week 0.4290 0.4320 0.444
(0.266) (0.266) (0.271)

Cook$16&20$Meals$per$week 0.5610 0.565+ 0.576+
(0.343) (0.341) (0.341)

Cook$20+$Meals$per$week 0.820* 0.826* 0.846*
(0.380) (0.378) (0.384)

Friends$Exercise 0.357* 0.355* 0.349+
(0.180) (0.179) (0.179)

Friends$in$Neighborhood 0.176 0.173 0.1620
(0.127) (0.126) (0.129)

Interaction:$$Friends$Exercise$&$Friends$in$Neighborhood &0.146 &0.141 &0.126
(0.259) (0.258) (0.259)

Distance$to$Fresh$Food &0.317 &0.341 &0.426
(0.356) (0.354) (0.416)

Distance$to$Fast$Food 0.5760 0.5980 0.673
(0.468) (0.469) (0.487)

Distance$to$Pantry &0.328 &0.364 &0.490
(0.590) (0.600) (0.658)

Constant 0.347 0.428 0.713
(0.705) (0.729) (1.012)

R&squared 0.128 0.135 0.154

***$p<0.001,$**$p<0.01,$*$p<0.05,$+$p<0.10

Robust$standard$errors$are$in$parenthesis
Reference$category$for$Household$Income$is$<$10,000;$reference$category$for$obesity$variables$is$obese;$
reference$category$for$health$status$is$Poor$Health;$reference$category$for$Cooking$is$0$Meals$per$week.

Food,%Distance%to%Fast%Food,%Distance%to%Pantry.

Meals,$Friends$Exercise,$Friends$in$Neighborhood,$Interaction:$$Friends$Exercise$&$Friends$in
Neighborhood,$Distance$to$Fresh$Food,$Distance$to$Fast$Food,$Distance$to$Pantry.

Instruments$for$Model$2$are$the$spatially$lagged$values$of%Male,%Age,%High%School,%Some%College,%
Black,%Married,%Kids,%Income%($10,000C$20,000),Income%($20,000C$40,000),%Income%(>$40,000),%Food%
Budget,%Underinsured,%Normal%Weight,%Overweight,%Excellent%Health,%Very%Good%Health,%Good%Health,%
Fair%Health,%Cook%1C5%Meals,%Cook%11C15%Meals,%Cook%16C20%Meals,%Cook%20+%Meals,%Friends%Exercise,
Friends%in%Neighborhood,%Interaction:%%Friends%Exercise%&%Friends%in%Neighborhood

Instruments$for$Model$3$are$the$spatially$lagged$values$of%Perceived%Good%access,%Distance%to%Fresh%

Instruments$for$Model$1$are$the$spatially$lagged$values$of%Male,%Age,%High%School,%Some%College,%
Black,%Married,%Kids,%Income%($10,000C$20,000),Income%($20,000C$40,000),%Income%(>$40,000),%Food%
Budget,%Underinsured,%Normal%Weight,%Overweight,%Excellent%Health,%Very%Good%Health,%Good%Health,%
Fair%Health,%Perceived%Good%access,%Cook%1C5%Meals,%Cook%11C15%Meals,%Cook%16C20%Meals,%Cook%20+%



Model&4 Model&5 Model&6 Model&7
Instruments:

Dependent&Variable:

Sample:

Individuals&
living&in&

areas&where&
people&talk&
to&each&
other&

(N=118)

Individuals&
living&in&

areas&where&
people&do&
not&talk&to&
others&
(N=112)

Individuals&
living&in&

areas&where&
people&help&
each&other&
(N=123)

Individuals&
living&in&

areas&where&
people&do&
not&help&
(N=119)

Rho 0.715* 0.545 0.738** 0.385
(0.326) (0.340) (0.247) (0.301)

Male 0.107 0.384* 50.019 0.156
(0.183) (0.180) (0.225) (0.143)

Age 50.0127+ 50.009 0.001 50.00986*
(0.007) (0.005) (0.007) (0.004)

High<School 50.225 0.261 0.112 50.110
(0.274) (0.206) (0.239) (0.170)

Some<College 0.015 0.212 50.074 0.232
(0.280) (0.190) (0.250) (0.218)

Black 50.1650 51.014+ 50.3510 0.2650
(0.459) (0.532) (0.339) (0.346)

Married 50.112 0.019 0.538* 50.286+
(0.235) (0.189) (0.230) (0.166)

Kids 50.164 50.055 0.151 0.036
(0.240) (0.196) (0.282) (0.160)

Household<Income<($10,0005$20,000) 50.1210 0.543* 50.1720 0.2830
(0.244) (0.216) (0.223) (0.210)

Household<Income<($20,0005$40,000) 0.0727 50.0486 50.0965 0.1320
(0.251) (0.194) (0.411) (0.176)

Household<Income<(>$40,000) 0.041 0.450* 0.657 0.072
(0.292) (0.214) (0.424) (0.194)

Food<Budget 0.0001 50.0005 50.0006 0.00144+
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Underinsured 50.395+ 50.113 50.247 50.145
(0.205) (0.149) (0.183) (0.151)

Normal<Weight 0.1310 0.382+ 0.438* 0.1620
(0.229) (0.214) (0.223) (0.195)

Overweight 0.193 0.279 0.265 0.018
(0.243) (0.190) (0.247) (0.185)

Excellent<Health 50.0896 50.3850 0.0133 1.120*
(0.700) (0.394) (0.511) (0.564)

Very<Good<Health 50.629 50.265 50.255 0.441
(0.536) (0.257) (0.348) (0.389)

Good<Health 50.723 0.104 0.114 0.353
(0.517) (0.180) (0.318) (0.400)

Fair<Health 50.601 50.031 50.170 0.647
(0.523) (0.180) (0.331) (0.444)

Perceived<Good<Access 0.2000 50.377* 0.1680 50.2340
(0.238) (0.171) (0.182) (0.143)

Table&7.&&Instrumental&Variables&Estimation&for&Geographic&Peer&Effects&on&Fruit&and&Vegetable&Consumption&

Variables&related&to&People
Fruits&and&Vegetables&Consumption



Model&4 Model&5 Model&6 Model&7
Instruments:

Dependent&Variable:

Sample:

Individuals&
living&in&

areas&where&
people&talk&
to&each&
other&

(N=118)

Individuals&
living&in&

areas&where&
people&do&
not&talk&to&
others&
(N=112)

Individuals&
living&in&

areas&where&
people&help&
each&other&
(N=123)

Individuals&
living&in&

areas&where&
people&do&
not&help&
(N=119)

Table&7&(Continued).&&Instrumental&Variables&Estimation&for&Geographic&Peer&Effects&on&Fruit&and&Vegetable&
Consumption&

Variables&related&to&People
Fruits&and&Vegetables&Consumption

Cook$1&5$Meals$per$week 0.6520 0.1680 0.1870 0.722**
(0.462) (0.393) (0.521) (0.228)

Cook$6&10$Meals$per$week 0.6060 0.766* 0.2350 1.195***
(0.541) (0.379) (0.492) (0.281)

Cook$11&15$Meals$per$week 0.571 &0.117 0.121 0.892**
(0.486) (0.405) (0.594) (0.288)

Cook$16&20$Meals$per$week 1.068+ &0.0505 &0.1520 1.362***
(0.575) (0.439) (0.597) (0.400)

Cook$20+$Meals$per$week 1.255+ &0.2570 0.6380 1.145**
(0.666) (0.543) (0.662) (0.441)

Friends$Exercise 0.588+ &0.099 &0.126 0.476*
(0.325) (0.295) (0.284) (0.228)

Friends$in$Neighborhood 0.1040 &0.0229 0.3060 0.3100
(0.228) (0.167) (0.236) (0.190)

Interaction:$$Friends$Exercise$&$Friends$in$Neighborhood 0.070 0.041 0.071 0.111
(0.449) (0.363) (0.387) (0.389)

Distance$to$Fresh$Food 0.096 0.606 0.590 &1.130*
(0.814) (0.471) (0.670) (0.545)

Distance$to$Fast$Food 0.910 &0.155 0.357 0.961
(0.970) (0.691) (0.767) (0.765)

Distance$to$Pantry 0.269 &1.148* &0.449 0.800
(1.097) (0.583) (0.920) (0.797)

Constant 0.913 1.509+ (0.008) (0.683)
(1.318) (0.862) (0.926) (0.921)

R&squared 0.242 0.338 0.215 0.366

***$p<0.001,$**$p<0.01,$*$p<0.05,$+$p<0.10

Robust$standard$errors$are$in$parenthesis
Reference$category$for$Household$Income$is$<$10,000;$reference$category$for$obesity$variables$is$obese;$
reference$category$for$health$status$is$Poor$Health;$reference$category$for$Cooking$is$0$Meals$per$week.

Exercise$&$Friends$in$Neighborhood.

Instruments$are$the$spatially$lagged$values$of!Male,!Age,!High!School,!Some!College,!Black,!Married,!Kids,
Income!($10,000=$20,000),!Income!($20,000=$40,000),!Income!(>$40,000),Food!Budget,!Underinsured,!Normal!
!Weight,!Overweight,!Excellent!Health,!Very!Good!Health,!Good!Health,!Fair!Health,!!Cook!1=5!Meals,!Cook!11=15
Meals,!Cook!16=20!Meals,!Cook!20+!Meals,!Friends!Exercise,!Friends!in!Neighborhood,!Interaction:!!Friends!


